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Executive Summary
Eight precincts out of 32 were randomly selected and all ballots (in person, absentee, and early) for each
of those precincts were counted and compared to the official vote canvass the county reported to the
State after the 2020 election. The official vote canvass utilized ‘tabulators’ – a system provided by Hart
Intercivic that scanned the physical ballots and generated a vote count by candidate. For this recount,
these tabulators were not used but instead, volunteers did a recount by hand of the physical ballots.
The result of this hand count was virtually identical to the official canvass.

Details
In preparation for this event, volunteers were solicited from both the local Democrat and Republican
parties. The Democratic party declined the invitation. It is not clear if any individual Democrats were
part of the volunteer group as none of the volunteers disclosed that information when asked if they
cared to disclose it. There were approximately a dozen volunteers throughout the day and each was
sworn in before taking part in the activities.
The process started at 8am on October the 2nd at the county facility at 1500 Highway 2. It was live
streamed via the County website link.

The precincts were selected by creating numbers from 1 to 32 on slips of paper, folding them so that the
numbers could not be seen, then drawing them one by one from a bowl by different volunteers. The
minimum number of ballots to be counted was 7000 (out of a population of over 23,000 ballots). The
selected precincts are shown below.

The official canvass numbers for each precinct were posted on a whiteboard.

The physical ballots are maintained in a locked room in the Bonner County Clerk’s office. The Clerk and
a few staffers have the key to the door. There were 18 total boxes of ballots each sealed with tape and
marked with the name of the election and any information known about the contents. Several
volunteers observed as the ballots were removed from the room and moved to the counting room.

The boxes of ballots are created in roughly the order
in which the votes were cast. In other words,
absentee and early voting ballots across precincts
were mixed into the first 8 boxes while in person
votes by precinct were together in the remaining
boxes. This required a sorting process whereby the
ballots in the first eight boxes had to be hand sorted
to extract all the ballots for the selected precincts.
A line of volunteers was created and ballots for
specific precincts were pulled for the target
precincts as the ballots were passed down the line.
Each volunteer in the line could also see if a ballot
was missed from a prior precinct which was rare but
did occur.

The counting process utilized four counting
groups with two precincts assigned to each
group. The largest precinct was paired with the
smallest precinct to even the load. Each
counting group consisted of three people. One
of the three was an employee of the Secretary of
State’s office, which oversaw the event, and the
other two were volunteers. The SecState
employee would select a ballot and declare who
the vote was for (Biden, Trump or one of the
other candidates or a write in) and then hold the ballot up for inspection to the two volunteers. The
volunteers would either agree or challenge the declaration. If they agreed, they would put a mark on
their tally sheet for that candidate. If they disagreed, they would review the ballot further to discern the
voter’s intent. While there were a few anomalies, there were no ballots in dispute at the end of the day.
With every fifth vote a candidate receives in a given
tally section, the volunteer would say ‘hash’. If both
volunteers do not say ‘hash’ on the same ballot, the
recent vote count is reviewed until the counts of
both volunteers is reconciled or if necessary, they
would go back to the last reconciled point in the
ballot count.
When a given candidate receives the 60th vote in a
given tally section, both volunteers say ‘hash –
reconcile’. Any disagreement is resolved in the
same manner as above with the fifth vote hash. If all
is in line, that tally section is complete and a new
tally section is begun. Any fractions of five for any
other candidates are reset to zero as they begin the
next tally section.

When a given precinct was complete, the tally sheets were totaled and the result of the hand count was
posted on the same whiteboard. Photos of the Airport precinct tally sheet is below and East Priest River
was also photographed. The other tally sheets were also available for others to review and check the
totals if they so desired. There was one tally error where one precinct (East Priest River) overstated the
Biden count by 5 votes. The tally sheets were reviewed and the error was discovered and corrected (see
photos).
Airport

East Priest River

East Priest River p2 (fixed tally)

The final vote tally for the hand count showed no significant difference from the official canvass.

Author’s note: I arrived just before 8am and was present until around 11:30am. Other members of the
Idaho First Audit group also attended and observed at different times throughout the day. I returned
around 3:30pm and remained until the final tallies were completed.

Idaho First Audit is a grassroots organization consisting of volunteers from across the State. Our mission
consists of two primary elements:
1) To investigate the November 2020 election and use audits and other tools to ensure the election
was fair and accurate.
2) To recommend and pursue legislation that will help ensure future elections in the State are fair
and accurate.
We welcomed the invitation to participate in the Bonner County Ballot Review and applaud both Bonner
County Clerk Mike Rosedale and the Idaho Secretary of State’s office for conducting this review. We are
encouraged by the results as it is evidence that the voting machines did not manipulate the vote count.
We will continue to do research and encourage audits to discern any other mechanisms that might have
been used to alter the true 2020 election results and pursue legislation to ensure the integrity of future
elections.

